
Flight 4

Tasks 16,17,18,19
Sunrise/Sunset 4:55 / 22:00
Min. ILP → all goals
Next briefing
QNH

Task 16 MDT Task order in any order

a.
b.
c.

MMA -
Marker color -
Marker drop -

Loggermarker 1,2

Task 17 HNH Task order in any order

a.
b.
c.

MMA R50m
Marker color white
Marker drop free

Loggermarker 3

Task 18 FON Task order in order

a.
b.
c.

d.
MMA -
Marker color -
Marker drop -

Loggermarker 4

Task 19 FON Task order in order

a.
b.
c.

d.
MMA -
Marker color -

Marker drop -

Loggermarker 5

Minimum Distance (Rule 15.13)

Fly On (Rule 15.5)

Scoring area entire contest area

Arrangements of timing min. 15 minutes

Reference point CLP1

entire contest area

Set take-off time 

Task data sheet

30min (+/-20min)Intended flight duration of the hare balloon

Hare and Hounds (Rule 15.6)

Launch area
Launch period
PZs in force
Solo flight

-

1011

CLA1 0723/5535
green flag + 20min

Description of hare balloon Vytautas Blue envelope 

ends at 2200Scoring period

Minimum set time or distance Time starts with loger mark #1 

1

min. 1,5km    -   no max.

Scoring period ends at 2200

Green flag 

Scoring period starts at landing of hare, ends at 2200

Fly On (Rule 15.5)

Method of declaration in loggergoal #2, before logermark #4
Number of goals permitted 1
Goals available for declaration

Minimum and maximum distances between declaration min. 1,5km    -   no max.
Note: Result will be 3D distance

all active
not required

4:45:00 AM briefing hall

Method of declaration in loggergoal #1, before logermark #3

Goals available for declaration
Number of goals permitted

Minimum and maximum distances between declaration 

Scoring area

15.13.3 The result is the distance from the logermark #2 

to the CLP1.

Scoring period ends at 2200
Scoring area entire contest area

any coordinate with altitude : goal altitude must be at least 

1000ft higher or lower than declaration point

any coordinate with altitude : goal altitude must be at least 

1000ft higher or lower than declaration point

Scoring area entire contest area

Note: Result will be 3D distance


